Orthogonal B-Mode Evaluation of Common Carotid Artery Plaques Reveals the Absence of Outward Remodeling.
To properly assess morphologic and dynamic parameters of arteries and plaques, we propose the concept of orthogonal distance measurements, that is, measurements made perpendicular to the local lumen axis rather than along the ultrasound beam (vertical direction for a linear array). The aim of this study was to compare orthogonal and vertical artery and lumen diameters at the site of a plaque in the common carotid artery (CCA). Moreover, we investigated the interrelationship of orthogonal diameters and plaque size and the association of artery parameters with plaque echogenicity. In 29 patients, we acquired a longitudinal B-mode ultrasound recording of plaques at the posterior CCA wall. After semi-automatic segmentation of end-diastolic frames, diameters were extracted orthogonally along the lumen axis. To establish inter-observer variability of diameters obtained at the location of maximal plaque thickness, a second observer repeated the analysis (subset N = 21). Orthogonal adventitia-adventitia and lumen diameters could be determined with good precision (coefficient of variation: 1%-5%. However, the precision of the change in lumen diameter from diastole to systole (distension) at the site of the plaque was poor (21%-50%). The orthogonal lumen diameter was significantly smaller than the vertical lumen diameter (p <0.001). Surprisingly, the plaques did not cause outward remodeling, that is, a local increase in adventitia-adventitia distance at the site of the plaque. The intra- and inter-observer precision of diastolic-systolic plaque compression was poor and of the same order as the standard deviation of plaque compression. The orthogonal relative lumen distension was significantly lower for echogenic plaques, indicating a higher stiffness, than for echolucent plaques (p <0.01). In conclusion, we illustrated the feasibility of extracting orthogonal CCA and plaque dimensions, albeit that the proposed approach is inadequate to quantify plaque compression.